Dress your windows with sophisticated drapery hardware full of personality and functionality. Our lineup of diverse styles, materials, finishes and sizes affords you the luxury to create distinctive windows in all settings. Beyond aesthetics, Brimar remains mindful of performance by offering drapery motorization, baton and cord-drawn traverse systems, and custom pole bending services for residential and commercial spaces.
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CUBE
POLE: 1 1/2” SQUARE

ENDCAP  DCU01
1 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 1 1/2”D

POLE CUT OPTIONS

- STRAIGHT CUT DP900
- MITRE CUT DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS

- BOW DP910DIN
- BAY DP920DIN
- FRENCH RETURN DP930DCU

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Items are non-returnable.

1 1/2” SQUARE ACRYLIC POLE

- 2’ Length  DCU19/ACR
- 4’ Length  DCU20/ACR
- 8’ Length  DCU21/ACR

METAL SQUARE RING

DCU30

ID: 2 1/4”
OD: 2 3/8”
DROP: 3 1/8”

METAL SQUARE C-RING

DCU31

ID: 2 1/4”
OD: 2 3/8”
DROP: 3 1/8”

Rectangular rings are artful and draw the eye upward while drawing drapes effortlessly.

FINISHES

- BLACK ONYX ONX
- BRUSHED GOLD BGO
- BRUSHED NICKEL BNK
- POLISHED NICKEL PNK
- SATIN GOLD SGO

Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

36” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9036/ACR
48” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9048/ACR
CUBE
POLE: 1 1/2" SQUARE

Translucent poles create style without visual weight.

- Glamorous square acrylic hardware mixed with modern metal accessories.
- Translucent poles constructed of 35mm heavy-gauge acrylic built to withstand heavy draperies and daily use.
- One-way or center draw capability.
- C-rings bypass brackets creating a smooth continuous draw.
- To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support.
- Bracket conceals undesirable seams.
- Due to the unique nature of the pole, brackets are recommended every 2 feet to prevent bowing.
- Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.

Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.

SINGLE BRACKET DCU40

EXTENDED SINGLE BRACKET DCU41

INSIDE MOUNT DCU43

BYPASS BRACKET DCU44

BYPASS BRACKET DCU45

CEILING BRACKET DCU42

METAL SECONDARY RAIL DMX25/SNI
4' Length 9/16"Height x 7/16"Depth

METAL SECONDARY RAIL DMX26/SNI
8' Length 9/16"Height x 7/16"Depth

RAIL ENDCAP DMX51/STL Attaches to secondary rail
RAIL ADAPTER DCUS1/STL Attaches to bracket DCU41 or DCU45

METAL RAIL RUNNER DMX35/STL Fits Secondary Rail

DROP: 1 1/4"

CHOOSE BYPASS BRACKET OR EXTENDED SINGLE BRACKET

Translucent poles create style without visual weight.
Innova is a 1 ½” square rod collection benefitting every scenario for visual appeal and operation. It lends itself to contemporary or traditional drapery treatments. Innova is so versatile, it can be motorized, cord drawn or hand drawn. The styling combines glass and modern metal components to create clean lines that drive the minimal hardware trend. As a bending expert, Brimar can custom bend durable metal Innova poles to your exact specifications. If length is a concern, 16-foot poles are available for an extra long span of windows.

POLES CAN BE HAND DRAWN, CORD DRAWN OR MOTORIZED

POLE CUT OPTIONS

- Straight cut DP900
- Mitre cut DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS

- Bow bending DP910DIN
- Bay bending DP920DIN

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

Please specify the following when ordering:

- **Baton or Corded System**
  - Finished pole length
  - Cord Location: left or right
  - Draw Direction: center, left or right
  - Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes
  - Cord Drop Length (standard 96”, Custom lengths available). Note: All cord-drawn systems include a tension pulley. Maximum drapery weight for corded poles and CS tracks: 60 lbs.

- **Motorized System**
  - Finished pole length
  - Motor Location: left or right
  - Draw Direction: center, left or right
  - Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes. Note: Heavy fabric weight may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system. Brimar’s standard motor is capable of handling up to 133 lbs.

FINISHES

- Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

---

**Our most versatile collection!**

**INNOVA**

**POLE: 1 1/2" SQUARE**

GLASS FINIAL DIN3403
3”L x 1½”H

END CAP DIN3400
1”L x 1½”H

POLE CUT OPTIONS

- Straight cut DP900
- Mitre cut DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS

- Bow bending DP910DIN
- Bay bending DP920DIN

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

Please specify the following when ordering:

- **Baton or Corded System**
  - Finished pole length
  - Cord Location: left or right
  - Draw Direction: center, left or right
  - Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes
  - Cord Drop Length (standard 96”, Custom lengths available). Note: All cord-drawn systems include a tension pulley. Maximum drapery weight for corded poles and CS tracks: 60 lbs.

- **Motorized System**
  - Finished pole length
  - Motor Location: left or right
  - Draw Direction: center, left or right
  - Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes. Note: Heavy fabric weight may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system. Brimar’s standard motor is capable of handling up to 133 lbs.

FINISHES

- Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

---
Ripplefold Fullness Options

Ripplefold snap carriers dictate the shape and spacing of your drapery folds. Snap carriers are double sided making them ideal for sheers and room dividers.

Ripplefold Snap CARRIERS (Black)
- 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 60% fullness DPA2806/BK
- 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 80% fullness DPA2808/BK
- 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 120% fullness DPA2812/BK

Ripplefold Snap CARRIERS (White)
- 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 60% fullness DPA2806/WH
- 2\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 80% fullness DPA2808/WH
- 1\(\frac{3}{8}\)" on center for 120% fullness DPA2812/WH

Ripplefold Snap TAPE
- (Black) DPA2945/BK
- (Clear) DPA2945/CLR
- (White) DPA2945/WH

Sold per yard. Snaps are 4\(\frac{1}{4}\)" on center.

Ball Bearing Glide
- (Black) DPA2250/BK
- (Gray) DPA2250/GR
- (White) DPA2250/WH

Snaps are 4\(\frac{1}{4}\)" on center. Weight limitation per glide: 2\(\frac{1}{2}\) lbs.

Endstop
- (Black) DPA7540/BK
- (White) DPA7540/WH

Ripplefold Endstop
- (Black) DPA7545/BK
- (White) DPA7545/WH

Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH

Overlap Master Carrier
- (Black) DPA2013/BK
- (White) DPA2013/WH

Underlap Master Carrier
- (Black) DPA2014/BK
- (White) DPA2014/WH

Ripplefold Overlap Master Carrier
- (White) DPA2035/WH
- Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH

Ripplefold Underlap Master Carrier
- (White) DPA2036/WH
- Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH

Left Ripplefold Butt-Master Carrier
- (White) DPA2046/WH

Right Ripplefold Butt-Master Carrier
- (White) DPA2045/WH

Metal Single Bracket DIN4300

Metal Double Bracket DIN4400

Metal Ceiling Suspension Bracket
DPA7230 (shown on page 14)
Specify suspension drop when ordering.
Drapery motorization is popular with homeowners and becoming the standard for hotel rooms, meeting venues and conference spaces.

Let us meet your motorization needs with our Innova state-of-the-art MOTRZ Track System.

**MOTRZ** makes spaces stand out in terms of image and functionality.

**MOTRZ** provides a convenient solution for glare reduction and privacy while reducing energy costs and protecting furnishings from UV ray damage.

**MOTRZ** creates a positive user experience with superior performance, reliability and ease of operation.

**MOTRZ** extends the lifespan of draperies by eliminating the damage associated with manual operation.

Motorization systems come pre-assembled with a pole, Brimar’s MOTRZ motor, endstops, 6-channel remote and powercord. Additional parts and fees apply to integrate with home automation systems.

Motorization systems:
- **MOTORIZED SYSTEM DINM08**
  - 8’ Length
- **MOTORIZED SYSTEM DINM12**
  - 12’ Length
- **MOTORIZED SYSTEM DINM16**
  - 16’ Length

**HOW TO ORDER A MOTORIZED SYSTEM**
Please specify:
- Finished pole length
- Motor Location: left or right
- Draw Direction: center, left or right
- Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold draperies

Note: Heavy fabric weight may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system. Brimar’s motor is capable of handling up to 133 lbs.

Call us and we’ll guide you through the ordering process.

- Innova is a modern 1½” square collection featuring versatile draw options.
- Aluminum pole intended for all fabric types.
- Glides/carriers bypass brackets for a long continuous draw. One-way or center draw capability.
- Four drapery glides recommended per foot of pole.
- To splice two poles, position a bracket on each side of the splice for ample support.
- One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
- For corded option, poles are pre-corded with glides and master carriers for easy installation.
- Please specify cord length and side of cord drop.
- For motorization option, motors are capable of handling up to 133 lbs. Heavy fabric weights and longer system width may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system.
- Expect longer lead time for cord drawn and motorized systems.

Hardware orders under 10 feet long ship via FedEx or UPS.
**POLE AVENUE**

**POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/4”**

- **URBAN FINIAL**  DPA1401
  - 2”L x 2½”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **COSMOPOLITAN FINIAL**  DPA1402
  - 2½”L x 2½”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **CARNEGIE FINIAL**  DPA1404
  - 3½”L x 2½”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **EMPIRE FINIAL**  DPA1405
  - 2¼”L x 1¼”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **CRYSTAL FINIAL**  DPA1406
  - 2⅛”L x 2¼”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **ENDCAP**  DPA1400
  - 1½”L x 1¼”H
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **PARK AVENUE**
  - POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/4”

- **A modern traverse system to maneuver pleated and ripplefold drapery styles.**
  - Choose from decorative poles or CS tracks in traverse or corded draw options.
  - Corded system is preassembled. Please allow for longer lead times.
  - Aluminum poles and tracks intended to support all fabric types.
  - Ball-bearing glides and ripplefold carriers provide ultra smooth traverse action. Glides and carriers bypass brackets for a long continuous draw.
  - One-way or center draw capability. For center draw treatments use an overlap or underlap master carrier to alleviate a gap between the panels to prevent light from coming through.
  - Order an even number of glides to ensure the drape returns into the wall.
  - Four glides estimated per foot of pole.
  - One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
  - To splice two traverse poles position a bracket on each side of the splice for ample support.
  - Use Splice Cover DPA7100 to conceal undesirable seam.

- **POLES & CS TRACKS CAN BE HAND DRAWN OR CORD DRAWN**

- **METAL TRAVERSE POLE**  DPA7004
  - 4’ Length  1¼”Diameter

- **METAL TRAVERSE POLE**  DPA7008
  - 8’ Length  1¼”Diameter

- **METAL TRAVERSE POLE**  DPA7012
  - 12’ Length  1¼”Diameter

- **METAL TRAVERSE POLE**  DPA7016
  - 16’ Length  1¼”Diameter

- **SPLICE CONNECTOR (Internal)**  DPA7000
- **SPLICE COVER (External)**  DPA7100

- **METAL CS TRACK**  DPA1604
  - 4’ Length  ¾”Square

- **METAL CS TRACK**  DPA1608
  - 8’ Length  ¾”Square

- **METAL CS TRACK**  DPA1612
  - 12’ Length  ¾”Square

- **METAL CS TRACK**  DPA1616
  - 16’ Length  ¾”Square

- **CS TRACK ENDCAP (Black)**  DPA2345/BK
- **CS TRACK ENDCAP (White)**  DPA2345/WH

- **ENDCAP**  DPA2345
  - 1½”L x 1¼”H
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**
  - Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times.
  - Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

- **TRAVESE POLE FINISHES**
  - **BLACK WALNUT**
  - **CREAM**
  - **GOLD**
  - **GUN METAL**
  - **SHADOW BLACK**
  - **SILVER CLOUD**
  - **STEEL**
  - **VINTAGE COPPER**
  - **BLACK**
  - **WHITE**

- **CS TRACK FINISHES**
  - **BWL**
  - **CRM**
  - **GMT**
  - **SBK**
  - **STL**
  - **VCO**

- **CORD DRAWN OPTION**
  - To order, select traverse pole or CS track item #, then add corded item # below.

- **POLING & CS TRACKS CAN BE HAND DRAWN OR CORD DRAWN**

- **TRAVESE POLE FINISHES**
  - **BLACK WALNUT**
  - **CREAM**
  - **GOLD**
  - **GUN METAL**
  - **SHADOW BLACK**
  - **SILVER CLOUD**
  - **STEEL**
  - **VINTAGE COPPER**
  - **BLACK**
  - **WHITE**

- **CS TRACK FINISHES**
  - **BWL**
  - **CRM**
  - **GMT**
  - **SBK**
  - **STL**
  - **VCO**

- **ORDER AN EVEN NUMBER OF GLIDES TO ENSURE THE DRAPE RETURNS INTO THE WALL.**

- **FOUR GLIDES ESTIMATED PER FOOT OF POLE.**

- **ONE BRACKET RECOMMENDED EVERY 2½ FEET.**

- **TO SPlice TWO TRAVERSE POLES POSITION A BRACKET ON EACH SIDE OF THE SPLICE FOR AMple SUPPORT.**

- **USE SPLICE COVER DPA7100 TO CONCEAL UNDESIRABLE SEAM.**

- **POLES UNDER 108” SHIP UPS or FedEx. POLES OVER 108” SHIP VIA COMMON CARRIER TRUCK.**

- **EMPIRE FINIAL**  DPA1405
  - 2¾”L x 2¼”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **ENDCAP**  DPA1400
  - 1½”L x 1¼”H
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **CRYSTAL FINIAL**  DPA1406
  - 2⅛”L x 2¼”H x 1¼”D
  - Fits Traverse Pole

- **PARK AVENUE**
  - POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/4”

- **A modern traverse system to maneuver pleated and ripplefold drapery styles.**
  - Choose from decorative poles or CS tracks in traverse or corded draw options.
  - Corded system is preassembled. Please allow for longer lead times.
  - Aluminum poles and tracks intended to support all fabric types.
  - Ball-bearing glides and ripplefold carriers provide ultra smooth traverse action. Glides and carriers bypass brackets for a long continuous draw.
  - One-way or center draw capability. For center draw treatments use an overlap or underlap master carrier to alleviate a gap between the panels to prevent light from coming through.
  - Order an even number of glides to ensure the drape returns into the wall.
  - Four glides estimated per foot of pole.
  - One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
  - To splice two traverse poles position a bracket on each side of the splice for ample support.
  - Use Splice Cover DPA7100 to conceal undesirable seam.

- **POLES UNDER 108” SHIP UPS or FedEx. POLES OVER 108” SHIP VIA COMMON CARRIER TRUCK.**

- **BLACK WALNUT**
  - **CREAM**
  - **GUN METAL**
  - **SHADOW BLACK**
  - **SILVER CLOUD**
  - **STEEL**
  - **VINTAGE COPPER**
  - **BLACK**
  - **WHITE**

- **Cord Location:** left or right
- **Draw Direction:** center, left or right
- **Carrier Type:** for pleated or ripplefold drapes
- **Cord Drop Length**

- **Maximum drapery weight for corded poles & CS tracks:** 60 lbs.

- **Pole lengths are cut to order.**

- **STRAIGHT CUT DP900**
- **MITRE CUT DP901**

- **CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**
  - Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times.
  - Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

- **TRAVESE POLE FINISHES**
  - **BLACK WALNUT**
  - **CREAM**
  - **GOLD**
  - **GUN METAL**
  - **SHADOW BLACK**
  - **SILVER CLOUD**
  - **STEEL**
  - **VINTAGE COPPER**
  - **BLACK**
  - **WHITE**

- **CS TRACK FINISHES**
  - **BWL**
  - **CRM**
  - **GMT**
  - **SBK**
  - **STL**
  - **VCO**

- **FINISH may vary within collection.**

- **MITRE CUT DP901**
  - **STRAIGHT CUT DP900**

- **COMPOUND BOW**
  - Pole DP940DPA
  - Track DP940DPACS

- **BOW**
  - Pole DP910DPA
  - Track DP910DPACS

- **90º BAY**
  - Pole DP930DPA
  - Track DP930DPACS

- **COMPOUND BAY**
  - Pole DP950DPA
  - Track DP950DPACS

- **BAY**
  - Pole DP920DPA
  - Track DP920DPACS

- **ENDCAP**
  - DPA2345/BK
  - DPA2345/WH

- **CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**
  - Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times.
  - Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

- **TRAVESE POLE FINISHES**
  - **BLACK WALNUT**
  - **CREAM**
  - **GOLD**
  - **GUN METAL**
  - **SHADOW BLACK**
  - **SILVER CLOUD**
  - **STEEL**
  - **VINTAGE COPPER**
  - **BLACK**
  - **WHITE**

- **CS TRACK FINISHES**
  - **BWL**
  - **CRM**
  - **GMT**
  - **SBK**
  - **STL**
  - **VCO**

- **FINISH may vary within collection.**
PARK AVENUE
POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/4"

Necessary item to create pleated draperies
Necessary item to create ripplefold draperies

BALL BEARING GLIDE (Black) DPA2250/BK
BALL BEARING GLIDE (Gray) DPA2250/GY
BALL BEARING GLIDE (White) DPA2250/WH

Weight limitation per glide: 2½” lbs.

ENDSTOP (Black) DPA7540/BK
OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black) DPA2013/BK
UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black) DPA2014/BK

ENDSTOP (White) DPA7540/WH
OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2013/WH
UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2014/WH

RIPPLEFOLD OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER
(White) DPA2035/WH
Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH

RIPPLEFOLD UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER
(White) DPA2036/WH
Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH

LEFT RIPPLEFOLD BUTT-MASTER CARRIER
(White) DPA2046/WH

RIGHT RIPPLEFOLD BUTT-MASTER CARRIER
(White) DPA2045/WH

RIPPLEFOLD FULLNESS OPTIONS
Ripplefold snap carriers dictate the shape and spacing of your drapery folds.
Snap carriers are double sided making them ideal for sheers and room dividers.

60% 1.6 times fullness
80% 1.8 times fullness
100% 2 times fullness
120% 2.2 times fullness

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP CARRIERS (Black)
2 3/8” on center for 60% fullness DPA2806/BK
2 1/8” on center for 80% fullness DPA2808/BK
2 1/8” on center for 100% fullness DPA2810/BK
1 1/8” on center for 120% fullness DPA2812/BK

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP CARRIERS (White)
2 3/8” on center for 60% fullness DPA2806/WH
2 1/8” on center for 80% fullness DPA2808/WH
2 1/8” on center for 100% fullness DPA2810/WH
1 1/8” on center for 120% fullness DPA2812/WH

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Black) DPA2945/BK
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Clear) DPA2945/CLR
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (White) DPA2945/WH
Sold per yard. Snaps are 4¼” on center.

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Black) DPA2946/BK
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Clear) DPA2946/CLR
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (White) DPA2946/WH
Sold per 100 yard roll. Snaps are 4¼” on center.

OVERLAP STIFFENER DPA2146/WH
Sew stiffener to drape. Connect master carrier and baton. Fits ripplefold master carriers DPA2035 and DPA2036 only.
No window area is alike. Our versatile mounting options allow you to install window treatments your way.

**Metal Single Bracket DPA7310**
Fits Traverse Pole

**Metal Double Bracket DPA7311**
Fits Traverse Poles

**Metal Single Bracket DPA7300**

**Metal Adjustable Single Bracket DPA7350**

**Metal Adjustable Double Bracket DPA7450**

**Metal Ceiling Suspension Bracket DPA7230** (shown on page 14)
Specify suspension drop when ordering.

**Metal Flush Ceiling Bracket DPA7250**
Use with finials DPA1405 or DPA1400 only.

**Metal Ceiling Bracket DPA7215** - Fits Traverse Pole

**Inside Mount DPA1200**

*Not available in Steel finish

**Metal Single Bracket (Black) DPA4300/BK**
Metal Single Bracket (White) DPA4300/WH

**Metal Adjustable Bracket (Black) DPA4740/BK**
Metal Adjustable Bracket (White) DPA4740/WH

**Ceiling Bracket (Black) DPA3010/BK**
Ceiling Bracket (White) DPA3010/WH

**Ceiling Splice Bracket (Black) DPA2410/BK**
Ceiling Splice Bracket (White) DPA2410/WH

**Brackets for Traverse Poles**

**Brackets for CS Tracks**
CONNAUGHT FINIAL  DAF210  
3¾"L x 2⅛"H x 1½"D

BAILIE FINIAL  DAF211  
3¼"L x 2¾"H x 1½"D

DUNBAR FINIAL  DAF212  
2¾"L x 2½"H x 1½"D

TRAFALGAR FINIAL  DAF213  
3"L x 3¼"H x 1½"D  
Plug DAF252 required to attach finial to pole.

GLASS GLOBE FINIAL  DAF214  
3¾"L x 2⅛"H x 1½"D

CRYSTAL FINIAL  DAF215  
3¾"L x 2 5/8"H x 1½"D

ENDCAP  DAF216  
1"L x 1⅛"H x 1½"D

HAND DRAWN POLE  DAF220  
4' Length

HAND DRAWN POLE  DAF221  
8' Length

HAND DRAWN POLE  DAF222  
12' Length

HAND DRAWN POLE  DAF223  
16' Length

SPLICE CONNECTOR (Internal)  DPA7000
SPLICE COVER (External)  DAF251

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

STRAIGHT CUT DP900

MITRE CUT DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS
Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

FINISHES
Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

BLACK WALNUT  BWL
CREAM  CRM
GUN METAL  GMT
GOLD  GO
SHADOW BLACK  SBK
SILVER CLOUD  SCL
STEEL  STL
VINTAGE COPPER  VCO

Please specify the following when ordering:

BATON OR CORDED SYSTEM
• Finished pole length
• Cord Location: left or right
• Draw Direction: center, left or right
• Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes
• Cord Drop Length (standard 96.” Custom lengths available). Note: All cord-drawn systems include a tension pulley. Maximum drapery weight for corded poles and CS tracks: 60 lbs.
RIPPLEFOLD FULLNESS OPTIONS

Ripplefold snap carriers dictate the shape and spacing of your drapery folds. Snap carriers are double sided making them ideal for sheers and room dividers.

60% 1.6 times fullness
80% 1.8 times fullness
100% 2 times fullness
120% 2.2 times fullness

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Black) DPA2946/BK
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Clear) DPA2946/CLR
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (White) DPA2946/WH
Sold per yard. Snaps are 4½” on center.

RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Black) DPA2945/BK
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (Clear) DPA2945/CLR
RIPPLEFOLD SNAP TAPE (White) DPA2945/WH
Sold per 100 yard roll. Snaps are 4½” on center.

METAL CEILING SUSPENSION BRACKET DPA7230 (shown on page 14)
Specify suspension drop when ordering.

METAL CEILING BRACKET DPA7215, or use FLUSH CEILING BRACKET DPA7250 (on page 17). Use with endcap DAF216

LEFT RIPPLEFOLD BUTT-MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2046/WH
RIGHT RIPPLEFOLD BUTT-MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2045/WH
OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black) DPA2013/BK (White) DPA2013/WH
UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black) DPA2014/BK (White) DPA2014/WH
RIPPLEFOLD OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2035/WH
Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH
RIPPLEFOLD UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White) DPA2036/WH
Use with Stiffener DPA2146/WH
BALL BEARING GLIDE (Black) DPA2250/BK (Gray) DPA2250/GR (White) DPA2250/WH
ENDSTOP (Black) DPA7540/BK (White) DPA7540/WH
DROP: ¾”
METAL CEILING SUSPENSION BRACKET DPA7230 (shown on page 14)
Specify suspension drop when ordering.

METAL CEILING BRACKET DPA7215, or use FLUSH CEILING BRACKET DPA7250 (on page 17). Use with endcap DAF216

METAL SINGLE BRACKET DAF240
METAL DOUBLE BRACKET DAF241

40” METAL BATON DX160
36” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9036/ACR
48” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9048/ACR
Drapery motorization is popular with homeowners and becoming the standard for hotel rooms, meeting venues and conference spaces.

Let us meet your motorization needs with our Affinity state-of-the-art MOTRZ Track System.

MOTRZ makes spaces stand out in terms of image and functionality.

MOTRZ provides a convenient solution for glare reduction and privacy while reducing energy costs and protecting furnishings from UV ray damage.

MOTRZ creates a positive user experience with superior performance, reliability and ease of operation.

MOTRZ extends the lifespan of draperies by eliminating the damage associated with manual operation.

Motorization systems come pre-assembled with a pole, Brimar’s MOTRZ motor, endstops, 6-channel remote and powercord. Additional parts and fees apply to integrate with home automation systems.

MOTORIZED SYSTEM
DAFM08
8’ Length

MOTORIZED SYSTEM
DAFM12
12’ Length

MOTORIZED SYSTEM
DAFM16
16’ Length

**HOW TO ORDER A MOTORIZED SYSTEM**
Please specify:
- Finished pole length
- Motor Location: left or right
- Draw Direction: center, left or right
- Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold draperies

Note: Heavy fabric weight may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system. Brimar’s motor is capable of handling up to 133 lbs.

Call us and we’ll guide you through the ordering process.

- A sophisticated collection featuring clean lines and versatile draw options.
- Aluminum pole intended for all fabric types.
- Glides/carriers bypass brackets for a long continuous draw. One-way or center draw capability.
- Four drapery glides recommended per foot of pole.
- To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support.
- Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
- One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
- For corded option, poles are pre-corded with glides and master carriers for easy installation. Please specify cord length and side of cord drop.
- For motorization option, motors are capable of handling up to 133 lbs. Heavy fabric weights and longer system width may require a heavy-duty motor or a tandem motor system.
- Expect longer lead time for cord drawn and motorized systems.

Poles under 108” ship UPS or FedEx. Poles over 108” ship via common carrier truck.
CS TRACKS
TRACK DEPTH: 3/4"

Ideal for homes, restaurants, hotels and meeting venues.

CS TRACKS CAN BE HAND DRAWN OR CORD DRAWN

CORD DRAWN OPTION
To order, select CS track item #, then add corded item # below.
Poles are preassembled for:
Pleated drapes (one-way draw) DIN901KIT
Pleated drapes (center draw) DIN902KIT
Ripplefold drapes (one-way draw) DIN903KIT
Ripplefold drapes (center draw) DIN904KIT
Standard cord drop length is 96." Custom lengths available. Please specify cord length and side of cord drop when ordering.

Please specify the following when ordering a corded system:
• Finished pole length
• Cord Location: left or right
• Draw Direction: center, left or right
• Carrier Type: for pleated or ripplefold drapes
• Cord Drop Length (standard 96." Custom lengths are available).
Note: All cord-drawn systems include a tension pulley.

Maximum drapery weight for corded poles & CS tracks: 60 lbs.

CS TRACK ENDCAP (White) DPA2345/WH
CS TRACK ENDCAP (Black) DPA2345/BK
¾"Square

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

- STRAIGHT CUT DP900
- MITRE CUT DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

- COMPOUND BOW DP940DPACS
- BOW DP910DPACS
- 90º BAY DP930DPACS
- BAY DP920DPACS
- COMPOUND BAY DP950DPACS
BALL BEARING GLIDE (Black)  DPA2250/BK
BALL BEARING GLIDE (Gray)  DPA2250/GR
BALL BEARING GLIDE (White)  DPA2250/WH

Weight limitation per glide: 2½ lbs.

ENDSTOP (Black)  DPA7540/BK
ENDSTOP (White)  DPA7540/WH

OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black)  DPA2013/BK
OVERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White)  DPA2013/WH

UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (Black)  DPA2014/BK
UNDERLAP MASTER CARRIER (White)  DPA2014/WH

CS CEILING BRACKET
(Black)  DPA3010/BK
CS CEILING BRACKET
(White)  DPA3010/WH

CS CEILING SPICE BRACKET
(Black)  DPA2410/BK
CS CEILING SPICE BRACKET
(White)  DPA2410/WH

ripplEnfold Snap Carriers
(Black)  DPA2806/BK
(White)  DPA2808/WH

25/8" on center for 60% fullness
23/8" on center for 80% fullness
21/8" on center for 100% fullness
17/8" on center for 120% fullness

ripplEnfold SnAp Tape
(Black)  DPA2945/BK
(Clear)  DPA2945/CLR
(White)  DPA2945/WH

Sew to drape and connect master carrier and baton. Fits master carriers DPA2035 and DPA2036 only.

Metal adjustable Bracket
(Black)  DPA4740/BK
Metal adjustable Bracket
(White)  DPA4740/WH

CS Tracks offered with a choice of traverse glides or cord draw options. Corded systems are preassembled. Please allow for longer lead times.

CS tracks intended to support all fabric types.
Ripplefold hardware available to produce tailored draperies with evenly-spaced folds.
Ball-bearing glides and ripplefold carriers provide ultra smooth traversing action.
Glides/carriers bypass brackets for a long continuous draw. One-way or center draw capability.
For center draw treatments use an overlap or underlap master carrier to prevent a gap between the panels to prevent light from coming through.
Order an even number of glides to ensure the drape returns into the wall.
Four glides estimated per foot of pole.
One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
To splice two traverse poles position a bracket on each side of the splice for ample support.
Use endstops to hold drapery treatments in place.
Poles under 108” ship UPS or FedEx. Poles over 108” ship via common carrier truck.

36” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9036/ACR
48” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9048/ACR

brimarinc.com  800.274.1205
**MANHATTAN**

**POLE:** 1 1/2”H x 3/8”D

**FINIALS**

- **DARK BEECHWOOD FINIAL** DMX01/BWD
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **SHIMMERY PEARL FINIAL** DMX02/IVR
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **STAINLESS STEEL FINIAL** DMX03/STL
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **CLEAR ACRYLIC FINIAL** DMX04/ACR
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **TORTOISE SHELL FINIAL** DMX05/TOR*
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **KNOTTED WOOD FINIAL** DMX06/TIW*
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **MOON FINIAL** DMX08/MON*
  - 4 1/2”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **CLEAR ACRYLIC WRAPPED FINIAL** DMX09/WRP
  - 4 3/8”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **STAINLESS STEEL ENDCAP** DMX10/STL
  - 1 3/16”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

- **STAINLESS STEEL END CAP** DMX10/STL
  - 1 1/8”L x 1 1/2”H x 3/8”Depth

**POLE CUT OPTIONS**

Pole lengths are cut to order.

- **STRAIGHT CUT DP900**
- **MITRE CUT DP901**

**CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**

- **COMPOUND BOW** DP940DMX
- **BOW** DP910DMX
- **90° BAY** DP930DMX
- **BAY** DP920DMX
- **COMPOUND BAY** DP950DMX

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

*Finial pattern may vary.*

- Cutting-edge hardware featuring a modern slim profile.
- Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
- C-rings bypass brackets for a continuous one-way draw.
- Aluminum pole intended for all fabric types.
- To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Splice cover conceals undesirable seam.
- One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
- Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.

Poles under 108” ship UPS or FedEx. Poles over 108” ship via common carrier truck.

brimarinc.com  800.274.1205
Our double bracket system supports multi panel draperies.

**MANHATTAN**

**POLE: 1 1/2"H x 3/8"D**

**STEEL DOUBLE BRACKET DMX41/STL**

**4' SECONDARY RAIL DMX25/SNI**

**8' SECONDARY RAIL DMX26/SNI**

**16' SECONDARY RAIL DMX27/SNI**

**RAIL ADAPTER (attaches rail to double bracket) DMX50/SNI**

**METAL RAIL RUNNER DMX35/STL**

**METAL ENDCAP (attaches to secondary rail) DMX51/STL**

**STEEL SINGLE BRACKET DMX40/STL**

**STEEL SINGLE CENTER SPLICE BRACKET DMX42/STL**

**Use to splice two steel poles.**

**STEEL SINGLE EXTENDED BRACKET DMX41/STL**

**Fits Steel Pole**

**STEEL RETURN BRACKET (Right) DMX45/STL**

**STEEL RETURN BRACKET (Left) DMX46/STL**

**STEEL CEILING BRACKET DMX44/STL**

**40" STEEL BATON DTX50/STL**

**41" - 77" CUSTOM STEEL BATON DTX53/STL**

**36" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9036/ACR**

**48" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9048/ACR**
• A minimalist collection featuring rectangular poles with a finial-free design. Each pole possesses creative individuality.
• Choose from ring drawn or traverse options.
• One-way or center draw capability.
• Maximum pole length is 8 feet for one-way draw treatments. Splicing poles is not recommended.
• Glides or rings bypass brackets for a continuous draw.
• Glide traverse option works best in 8 foot lengths or shorter. Works well for center draw applications over 8 feet.
• Collection designed to support pleated drapery styles.
• Wood pole intended for medium weight fabrics.
• One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
• Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.

FINISHES
Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

BLACK  
LBK  
Faux Leather

GREY  
LGR  
Faux Leather

LIMED OAK  
LOK  
Textured Wood

NATURAL LINEN  
NLN  
Linen Fabric

DARK BROWN  
TBK  
Textured Wood

Platforms Collection | Leggy Bird Designs

MOTORIZATION OPTION

The Platforms pole retrofits to our Somfy Glydea™ motorized track as a decorative fascia. Additional parts and fees apply to integrate with home automation systems. For more information, please call Client Services.
PLATEFORMS

POLE: 1 7/8”H x 3/4”D

PLATFORMS ADDS A DECORATIVE TOUCH TO MOTORIZED TRACKS.

The two-inch Platforms rod functions as a decorative wood fascia to our industrial Somfy Glydea™ motorized track. We affix the rod to the track for a refined designer look. Contact Client Services for more information regarding this option.
A sleek collection fusing translucent acrylic and modern steel.
- Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
- Steel pole intended for all fabric types. Acrylic pole intended for light fabrics to best avoid bowing.
- To splice two steel poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
- For metal poles, one bracket is recommended every 2 ½ feet. For acrylic poles, one bracket is recommended every 2 feet to prevent bowing.
- Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.

Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.
ICE
POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/8”

Let us custom bend your poles.

CLEAR ACRYLIC POLE  DTX25/ACR
4’ Length   1 1/8” Diameter
CLEAR ACRYLIC POLE  DTX26/ACR
8’ Length   1 1/8” Diameter
SPLICE SCREW DA920
Acrylic poles cannot be custom bent.

STEEL POLE  DTX20/STL
47¼” Length   1 1/8” Diameter
STEEL POLE  DTX21/STL
94 ½” Length   1 1/8” Diameter
SPLICE CONNECTOR (INTERNAL)  DTX52

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

STRAIGHT CUT DP900
MITRE CUT DP901

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS
Applies to steel poles only

COMPOUND BOW
DP940DTX

BOW
DP910DTX

90° BAY
DP930DTX

BAY
DP920DTX

COMPOUND BAY
DP950DTX

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.
Mix and match poles with acrylic or metal accessories to create a contrasting or uniform look.
• A contemporary collection featuring metal, wood and resin pieces that can be mixed and matched for a layered look.
• Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
• One-way or center draw capability.
• C-rings bypass brackets creating a smooth continuous draw.
• Steel pole intended for all fabric types.
• To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
• One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
• Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.

Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.
**TUXEDO**  
**POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/8”**

**POLE CUT OPTIONS**  
Pole lengths are cut to order.

- **STRAIGHT CUT DP900**
- **MITRE CUT DP901**

**CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**

Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

**STEEL POLE**  
DTX20/STL  
47 1/8” Length 1 1/8” Diameter

**STEEL POLE**  
DTX21/STL  
94 1/2” Length 1 1/8” Diameter

**SPLICE CONNECTOR (Internal)**  
DTX52

**STEEL RING**  
DTX31/STL  
3/8” Thickness

**BEECHWOOD RING**  
DTX30/BWD  
1/4” Thickness

**STEEL C-RING**  
DTX33/STL  
1/8” Thickness  
Rings bypass brackets (DTX46/STL)

**STEEL SINGLE BRACKET**  
DTX41/STL

**STEEL DOUBLE BRACKET**  
DTX42/STL

**BEECHWOOD SINGLE BRACKET**  
DTX40/BWD

**STEEL WALL/CEILING BRACKET**  
DTX44/STL

**STEEL RETURN BRACKET**  
DTX47/STL  
Splice Connector DTX52 required.

**STEEL ADJUSTABLE ELBOW**  
DTX51/STL  
1 1/8” External  
7/8” Internal

**INSIDE MOUNT**  
DTX43/STL

**STEEL ADJUSTABLE BATON**  
DTX50/STL  
40” STEEL BATON DTX50/STL  
41”-77” CUSTOM STEEL BATON DTX53/STL

**36” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON**  
DPA9036/ACR

**48” CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON**  
DPA9048/ACR
FIFTH AVENUE
POLE DIAMETER: 1 1/4"

URBAN FINIAL DPA1401
2 1/8" L x 2 3/8" H x 1 3/4" D

CRYSTAL FINIAL DPA1406
2 5/8" L x 2 3/4" H x 1 3/4" D

ENDCAP DPA1400
1 1/2" L x 1 1/4" H

METAL TIEBACK DX150*
1 3/8" Thickness

• A minimalist collection featuring clean form and finishes.
• Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
• Steel pole intended for all fabric types.
• To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
• One bracket recommended every 2 1/2 feet.
• Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.
Poles under 108" ship UPS or FedEx. Poles over 108" ship via common carrier truck.

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

SMOOTH METAL POLE DX120
4' Length 1 1/4" Diameter

SMOOTH METAL POLE DX121
8' Length 1 1/4" Diameter

SMOOTH METAL POLE DX122
10' Length 1 1/4" Diameter

SPLICE CONNECTOR (Internal) DTX52

POLISHES
BLACK WALNUT BWL
BRUSHED GOLD BGO
BRUSHED NICKEL BNI
CHROME CHR
SHADOW BLACK SBK
VINTAGE COPPER VCO

FINISHES Complimentary finish samples available upon request.
METAL WALL/CEILING BRACKET DX141
Bracket projection may be reduced from 5⅛" max to 2⅜" min
Custom Bracket Cut DB900

METAL RETURN BRACKET DX143
Splice Connector DTX52 required.

INSIDE MOUNT DPA1200

METAL ADJUSTABLE ElBOW DX180

36" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9036/ACR
48" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON DPA9048/ACR

40" METAL BATON DX160
VERSAILLES
POLE DIAMETER: 2”

FLEUR FINIAL DWG01
7”L x 4”H x 2½”D

CROWN FINIAL DWG02
5½”L x 3¼”H x 2¾”D

SCEPTRE FINIAL DWG03
6¼”L x 3½”H x 2¾”D

GEM FINIAL DWG04
4½”L x 4”H x 3”D

LAUREL FINIAL DWG05
5¾”L x 3¼”H x 2½”D

LYRE FINIAL DWG06
6½”L x 3”H x 2½”D

BALL FINIAL DWG07*
4”L x 3”H x 2½”D

ROI TIEBACK DWG50

SOLEIL TIEBACK DWG51

* Not available in ABZ finish

• Magnificent water-gilded hardware handcrafted by skilled artisans and designed for sophisticated interiors. A beautiful walnut grain also complements the collection. Mix walnut and gilded pieces.

• Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.

• Due to the natural nature of this collection, finish variations are to be expected and appreciated.

• Wood drapery pole intended for all fabric types.

• To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.

• One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.

• Four drapery rings recommended per foot of pole.

Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

SMOOTH WOOD POLE DWG20
4’ Length 2” Diameter

SMOOTH WOOD POLE DWG22*
8’ Length 2” Diameter

SPLICE SCREW DA920

REEDED WOOD POLE DWG23
4’ Length 2” Diameter

REEDED WOOD POLE DWG25*
8’ Length 2” Diameter

SPLICE SCREW DA920

FINISHES Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

ANTIQUE GOLD GILT AGO
ANTIQUE BRONZE GILT ABZ
ANTIQUE SILVER GILT ASI
DARK WALNUT DKW

ANTIQUES GOLD GILT AGO
ANTIQUE BRONZE GILT ABZ
ANTIQUE SILVER GILT ASI
DARK WALNUT DKW
VERSAILLES
POLE DIAMETER: 2"

DECORATIVE WOOD RING  DWG30
½" Thickness

PLAIN WOOD RING  DWG31 *
½" Thickness

DECORATIVE WOOD BRACKET  DWG41

METAL WALL/CEILING BRACKET  DWG46 *

METAL WALL/CEILING BRACKET  DWG47 *

METAL BRACKET  DWG40

INSIDE MOUNT SET  DWG43

* Not available in ABZ finish

36" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9036/ACR
48" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9048/ACR
Handcarved with old world charm.

**STOCKBRIDGE FINIAL DEM01**
6” L x 4½” H x 2½” D

**AVEBURY FINIAL DEM02**
4½” L x 3” H x 2½” D

**PORTLEDGE FINIAL DEM03**
3½” L x 4¼” H x 2¾” D

**WADDESDON FINIAL DEM04**
2½” L x 3½” H x 3” D

**WINGFIELD FINIAL DEM05**
1¼” L x 2¾” H x 2½” D

**POLE CUT OPTIONS**
Pole lengths are cut to order.

- **SMOOTH WOOD POLE DEM20**
  4’ Length  2” Diameter

- **SMOOTH WOOD POLE DEM21**
  8’ Length  2” Diameter

- **SPLICE SCREW DA920**

- **STRAIGHT CUT DP900**

- **MITRE CUT DP901**
ENGLISH MANOR
POLE DIAMETER: 2"

WOOD RING: DEM30
1/8" Thickness

36" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9036/ACR
48" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9048/ACR

WOOD CUP BRACKET: DEM42

WOOD ADJUSTABLE WALL/CEILING BRACKET: DEM40
Bracket projection may be reduced from 9½" max to 5¼" min
Custom bracket cut DB900

INSIDE MOUNT: DEM43

DECORATIVE WOOD HOLDBACK: DEM60

- A hand-carved wood collection with old world charm.
- A selection of rich finishes blend with popular furniture finishes.
- Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
- Due to the natural nature of this collection, finish variations are to be expected and appreciated.
- Wood pole intended for all fabric types.
- To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
- One bracket recommended every 2½" feet.
- Four drapery rings recommended per foot of pole.
- Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.

FINISHES
Complimentary finish samples available upon request.

ANTIQUO OAK  AOK
DARK WALNUT  DWL
PINE  PNE
A rustic collection suited for interiors ranging from metro to mountainside. Mix and match forged iron and wood materials for a layered look.

- Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
- Iron pole intended for all fabric types.
- Wood pole intended for light fabrics and stationary panels.
- To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
- One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
- Four drapery rings recommended per foot of pole.
- Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.

**CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS**

- **Applies to iron poles only.**

- **Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.**

- **A rusted collection of finials, tiebacks, and other decorative elements are listed:**
  - Iron Ball Finial: 2¼” L x 2” H x 1” D
  - Iron Twist Finial: 6½” L x 1½” H x 1” D
  - Cropped Oval Wood Finial: 3¼” L x 2” H x 1” D
  - Wood Pyramid Finial: 2½” L x 2” H x 1” D
  - Leather Cylinder Finial: 41/8” L x 1” H x 1” D
  - Iron Endcap: 1” L x 1” H x 1” D
  - Iron Tieback: 61/8” L x 1¾” H x 1” D
  - Wood Tieback: 2” L x 2” H x 1” D
  - Forged Iron Tieback Hook: 2½” L x 1¾” H x 1” D
  - Splice Connector (Internal): DCH62
  - Splice Connector (External): DCH61
  - Textured Wood Pole: 4’ Length ¾” Diameter
  - Forged Iron Pole: 4’ Length ¾” Diameter
  - Forged Iron Pole: 8’ Length ¾” Diameter
  - Textured Wood Pole: 8’ Length ¾” Diameter
  - Forged Iron Pole: 8’ Length ¾” Diameter
  - Iron Endcap: 1” L x 1” H x 1” D
  - Iron Tieback: 61/8” L x 1¾” H x 1” D
  - Wood Tieback: 2” L x 2” H x 1” D
  - Forged Iron Tieback Hook: 2½” L x 1¾” H x 1” D

**POLE CUT OPTIONS**

- Pole lengths are cut to order.

- Straight Cut DP900
- Mitre Cut DP901

- Forged Iron Pole: DCH20/FGI
- Textured Wood Pole: DCH22/TWD
- Splice Connector (Internal): DCH62
- Splice Connector (External): DCH61

**Pole Diameter: 3/4”**
TEXTURED WOOD RING  DCH30/TWD  
1/8" Thickness

FORGED IRON HOOK RING  DCH31/FGI  
1/4" Thickness

ID:11/8" DROP: 2 1/2"
OD:11/8" DROP: 2 1/2"

TEXTURED WOOD SINGLE BRACKET  DCH42/TWD

FORGED IRON DOUBLE BRACKET  DCH41/FGI

FORGED IRON CEILING BRACKET  DCH44/FGI

FORGED IRON RETURN BRACKET  DCH43/FGI

Fits iron Chalet pole only. Includes splice connector.

FORGED IRON CEILING BRACKET  DCH45/FGI

FORGED IRON STANDARD BRACKET  DCH46/FGI

40" FORGED IRON BATON WITH LEATHER HANDLE  DCH60/TLW

36" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9036/ACR
48" CLEAR ACRYLIC BATON  DPA9048/ACR
SIGNATURE METAL
POLE DIAMETER: 1"

IRON GLOBE FINIAL DF133
3"L x 2¼"H x 1½"D

FONTWELL FINIAL DF134
4"L x 2½"H x 1¾"D

METAL ENDCAP DA161
Fits 1" Pole

METAL RING DR101
1¼" Diameter

POLE CUT OPTIONS
Pole lengths are cut to order.

SMOOTH METAL POLE DP120
4' Length 1" Diameter

SMOOTH METAL POLE DP121
8' Length 1" Diameter

SMOOTH METAL POLE DP122
10' Length 1" Diameter

Each pole comes with two plugs. Extra plugs sold separately. DA900
SPLICE CONNECTOR (Internal) DA911

CUSTOM BENDING OPTIONS
Bends are customized to your specifications. Please provide a template and allow for longer lead times. Custom items are non-returnable. Deposit required.

A timeless collection of classic styles and finishes.
One-way or center draw capability.
Cast iron poles intended for all fabric types.
To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.
Poles under 108" ship UPS or FedEx. Poles over 108" ship via common carrier truck.

FINISHES Complimentary finish samples available

AGED COPPER ACO
BURNISHED SILVER BSI
GOLD PATINA GOP
GREY STONE GST
RAVEN RAV
RUSSET RUS
A transitional collection of geometric shapes in antique finishes.
• Hand drawn system. Baton recommended.
• No two pieces are alike. Finish variations are to be expected and appreciated.
• Steel pole intended for all fabric types.
• To splice two poles utilize a bracket to provide necessary center support. Bracket conceals undesirable seam.
• One bracket recommended every 2½ feet.
• Four drapery rings estimated per foot of pole.
• Poles ship via FedEx or UPS.
Our specialty is bending poles and providing hardware solutions.

Allow us to custom bend our metal poles, CS tracks or square acrylic poles for your next window treatment project where bow and bay windows reside. French returns are also our specialty.

We make it easy to order custom curved rods in 3 simple steps.
1) Select a collection  
2) Request a quote  
3) Send us a brown-craft paper template ... we’ll do the rest!
ORDERING GUIDELINES

Please indicate the following when placing an order (items are sold individually).

• Select pole diameter, length and finish
• Select corresponding finial and finish
• Select brackets and rings/glides. Please note: When ordering pole lengths over 6 feet, additional brackets are recommended for support.
• Select accessories
• Please let us know of any special instructions when placing an order. Your install date is extremely helpful.

Cord drawn and motorized systems require additional information:

• Finished length of your pole
• Draw direction: center, left or right
• Is this an inside or outside mount?
• Cord or motor location: left or right
• Desired cord drop length? Our standard is 96”
• Please allow 15-20 days for custom motorized or cord drawn product

There are convenient order forms available at brimarinc.com to assist you. Our Client Services team is also available to answer questions during the planning and ordering process. Please refer to bracket guidelines within each collection. We cannot guarantee against sagging due to unsupported pole spans over our recommendations.

HOW TO MEASURE

• To get started, measure the width of the window from the outer frame. To allow for finial and bracket placement outside of the frame, we recommend an additional 2”-4” per side. Installing the brackets into wall studs provides the most secure installation.
• For hardware mounted near a wall or corner, please allow ample room for finial placement.
• When determining the length of your drapery panel, please consider the drop length of the drapery rings shown within each collection.

CUSTOM LENGTHS

Brimar offers poles in increments specified in this catalog and in our price list. Custom cuts including mitre cuts are available upon request. Fall off will be sent upon request only. Please include detailed written instructions with your order. Custom cut hardware is non-refundable and non-returnable. Custom cut orders cannot be cancelled once they are in process.

CUSTOM POLE BENDS

We offer custom bends on many of our collections including bow (continuous), bay and 90 degree bends. A convenient Bending Worksheet is available at brimarinc.com to assist in the quote request and ordering process. A written quote is required and will be provided once we receive your specifications.

Templates are necessary for all bow bends. A template is preferred for bay bends, although providing us with overall dimensions, angles of the bend and dimensions between bends will be accepted. The customer is expected to advise if dimensions are wall measurements or pole measurements when providing the template. There is a 10-15 day lead time on custom bends. Custom pole bends are shipped via common carrier.

INSTALLATION

All hardware should be installed by a professional installer. Brimar is not responsible for damages caused by improperly mounted or inadequately supported hardware. We recommend a center support bracket at all splice points. All cord drawn systems come with a tension pulley that must be installed so the cord is not dangling free.

FINISHES

Many of our finishes are hand-applied by skilled artisans; therefore, no two pieces are exactly alike. Wooden hardware is a product whereby color and grain variations are natural and should be expected. We recommend ordering sampling tools to aid you in your finish selection as finishes can vary.

PRICES

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices are quoted exclusive of Freight and Handling and are shown in United States currency ($). View our pricing online by logging in to brimarinc.com.

REMEDY OF DEFECT

Brimar warrants that the goods will be free of defects in materials or workmanship; however, seller’s sole obligation shall be to repair or replace, at its option, goods found to be defective. Some handmade items may vary in size.

RETURN POLICY

No returns will be accepted without prior authorization from our Client Services team. No returns after 30 days. Custom cut products and pole bends are non-refundable and non-returnable. A completed Return Authorization Form must be included with the return. A 20% restocking fee applies and return freight must be pre-paid by the customer. Product authorized for return must be in our current price list, in original condition and properly packaged. Credit is issued on returned goods that are inspected and deemed undamaged.

DELIVERY & SHIPPING

All orders are shipped FOB Lake Forest, IL. Pole lengths over 10 feet are shipped via common carrier. Inspect all shipments immediately upon receipt to ensure there is no shipping damage. If there is shipping damage, please contact Brimar within 48 hours to begin the claims process. Freight companies require items to be kept for inspection.
Details make all the difference!

Brimar trimmings lend a beautiful finishing touch to window treatments, furnishings and accessories. With over 10,000 product choices, a variety of colors, sizes and designs await you. Our styles range from natural beauties in linen, jute and hair-on-hide to novelty trims which are eco-friendly, marvelously metallic, and built for the outdoors.
Our website helps you specify product faster, leaving you more time for clients and creativity.

Our online search tool returns only the trim colors and styles matching your search requirements, eliminating irrelevant options to save you on time.

While online, explore our diverse drapery hardware section. You can search by Collection or Pole Diameter. When landing on that perfect item, you have the ability to log in to check inventory & prices, request finish chips, and order online. Get started by visiting **BRIMARINC.COM**

**Connect with us.**

facebook.com/brimarinc  pinterest.com/brimarinc  instagram.com/brimarinc  twitter.com/brimarinc  houzz.com/pro/brimarinc